Library Orientation for New Students
Agenda

Technology

1. Pulse & Blackboard

Library and Computer Labs

1. JEFFLINE
   2. Library Resources, Workshops and Consultations
Pulse

An online portal that connects you to:

1. Campus news and services
2. Registration (Banner)
3. Online course content (Blackboard)
4. Student organizations
5. Email (JeffMail)
6. JEFFLINE (Scott Library web site)

Visit Pulse at:  https://pulse.jefferson.edu
ATTENTION: It is important that all students review and update their HOME and LOCAL ADDRESSES, and EMERGENCY CONTACT information on a regular basis. Just go to Banner Web: click the Banner tab, login, click on the Personal Information link, and proceed from there.

My Courses

Courses you are teaching:
- NCBI: A Field Guide to GenBank and NCBI Molecular Biology Resources
- EdServ: AISR Education Services
- TC100: Faculty Training Test Course
- 200801 GC 550.01: Found in Biomedical Sciences
- 200701 GC 550.01: Found in Biomedical Sciences
- NU-PDA: Nursing - PDA (unavailable)
- OS100: Online Seminar
- IB500: Online Teaching and Learning
- PPC1: Pharmacy Practice Course
- 201001 LS 603.01: Research Design
- SIC1201: Summer Internship in Cancer Immunotherapy

Courses in which you are enrolled:
- KD101: Kathy's Playground
- IDEPT123: Medical Informatics

Course Catalog

- JMC Course Catalog
- JCGS Course Catalog
- JCHP Course Catalog

My Courses Help:
The My Courses module contains links to every course in which you are enrolled and, if a teacher, courses you are teaching. Like other modules there are one or more control buttons in the upper right-hand corner of the module:

- Click ☐ to minimize the module, i.e., collapse the content but leave the module title in place.
- Click ☐ to maximize a module that has been minimized.
- Click ☐ to edit the content or function of a module.
- Click ☒ to remove an optional module (such as this) from your Courses tab.

How do you remove courses from your My Courses module that you are no longer interested in viewing?
Announcements

May 02, 2011 - May 09, 2011

Sun, Mar 18, 2007 -- Another Version of Our Seminar
Version Six of our Seminar agenda has been posted as item one in COURSE DOCUMENTS. Please review it carefully.

Mon, Dec 11, 2006 -- Request for Dates E-Mail
A "request for dates" e-mail has been sent to all members for response as soon as possible. As well, initial documentation for the workshop has been mounted in COURSE DOCUMENTS.

Mon, Dec 04, 2006 -- A Reference Forum
A second Forum has been created in DISCUSSION BOARDS for the purpose of listing references that you feel either your group or the participants (or both) would be of value. Simply add your suggestions as a new thread and each time you add something, as instructors you may "modify" your submission accordingly. Let's aim for a qualitative bibliography including pertinent websites, accessible monographs, and other textual resources.

Mon, Dec 04, 2006 -- Another Opening: Another Show!
Here is the word that everyone will be trying to derive: constant Fabricator? Calculate and othering events.
Course Documents

Online Seminar Agenda v.7
On-Line Seminar v.7.doc (80.6 KB)
For the theory session (E) it doesn't make sense to move them to the computer lab since it's not hands-on. I was considering letting that last session be hands-on, but it's only a half hour and perhaps it's not a good idea to do anything hands-on within that time. What do you guys think?

Seminar Agenda Version SIX!
On-Line Seminar v.5 click to download or open (80.6 KB)
Here is the agenda rephrased as a result of our meeting on Wednesday. Please make sure that I have integrated all of our suggested changes AND that I have it scheduled in the right place!

Version 4 update
Seminar Agenda v.1(1).doc (80.6 KB)
This is my final revision with Bio info. I'll make sure that we have adequate copies for the meeting since I was so tardy.

Draft Agenda Version Four (another upgrade!) March 13
Seminar Agenda Version Four.doc (80.6 KB)
Here is an updated version of our agenda, changes include increased descriptive material and some biosketches of the faculty.

A Draft Agenda To Date: March 5
Seminar Program (80.6 KB)
Here is our draft program; let's go at it with vigor!!
LIBRARY & COMPUTER LABS

Scott Library is located at 1020 Walnut St.
1. Jefferson ID is required for entry
2. Open 24 hours/7 days
3. Computers, laptops, wireless, research assistance, circulating books
4. Learning Resources Center “LRC” software, models for learning

More computers available in Jeff Alumni Hall (1020 Locust)
JEFFLINE: The Scott Memorial Library website
http://jeffline.jefferson.edu
Research help

1. Workshops (Free)
2. Reference Desk (Mon-Thurs 9am-8pm; Fri 9am-5pm; Sat 11-5pm)
3. Individual consultations (appointments with a Reference Librarian)
4. JEFFLINE (Scott Library’s Web Site)
5. Email (Askalibrarian@jefferson.edu) or chat with us via JEFFLINE, or call us: 215-503-8150
6. Also on Facebook and Twitter (@SMLibrary_TJU)
Scott Memorial Library Twitter Feed
Questions?

Email: Askalibrarian@jefferson.edu

Phone: 215.503.8150

Live Chat: Click on Ask us from JEFFLINE homepage

In person: 2nd floor of Scott Memorial Library (1020 Walnut St)